
7. TRANSLATION AND COMPUTERS

Digital technology as it relates to translation and to almost
anything else in today's world is in a constant state of change.
In the nearly three years'since this handbook was last revised,
computers have become more dominant in the translation craft.
More work is now being transmitted electronically by e-mail
altachment rather than by fax. The Intemet has become a
routine tool for translators - from work search to word search.
And a growing number of translators has become involved in
the hanslation of such computer-based material as websites, a

process now generally referred to as localization. All this has

resulted in this newly revised and expanded chapter that looks
at all the above developments and how they benefit or fail to
benefit translators.

Once you have read this chapter you will be glad to find
out that one thing has not changed, which should come as no

surprise: translation continues to be a human, rather than a
machine function. Computers are no closer now to replacing
human translation than they were three years ago, or at any
other time in the past. Notwithstanding the great benefits
translators are deriving from the digital revolution, computers
continue to be the tools, rather than the decision-makers of the
translation process.

Computers and Related Equipment

As was mentioned before, only a few years ago a translator
would use a pen or a typewriter to hanslate. In 1980, for
example, the ultimate text-producing tool in the world was the
IBM Selectric electric typewriter, which we thought we would
proudly bequeath to our children and grandchildren. All of this
changed forever with the birth of the word processor, and more
specifically, the PC, or Personal Compute4 which is getting
better every year, as if it were a magical tool with boundless
possibilities. Certainly the PC has changed the lives of transla-
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tors,-increasing their productivity and profitability three- and
fourfolcl, and enabling them to receive ánd transmit work, look
lbr answers to linguistic questions, communicate around the
world, and take advantage of computer_assisted tools (see
below) that in certain cases can save a great deal of time and
cIlbrt.

Bare Minimum Hardware and the lhsh List
'fhe electronic age offers a great deal more than the word-
processor. There is the fax, modem, optical scanne4 e_mail,
various types of translation software such as translation
memory and last but not least, the Internet. No doubt, it all
seems quite overwhelming. which is the best tool? How much
should I spend? How much do I need?

Perhaps the best way to start is by asking two questions:
what is the bare minimum a translator needs to get started, and,
if money were no object, what would be my wish list of
electronic equipment?

The first thing you need to get is a good, current personal
computer. This is a must. The question is whether io get a
desktop PC, or a portable notebook? The desktop pC is b[ge6
heavier, has a larger, easier-to-read screen, and an easier_tñse
keyboard. The notebook, on the other hand, only weighs a few
pounds, can fit in your briefcase, can be used anywheie (it has
a rechargeable battery that gives you several hours of use),
and, like a toothbrush, becomes a truly personal item. Thís
book is being revised on a three-year-old IBM Thinkpad
notebook. Though thin (1.8 inches) and flimsy-looking, it is a
real powerhouse. The base price was $1,699.00. For $qq,q8 I
upgraded the memory from 32MB RAM (see glossary in the
back of the book) to 64M8. For 9225.9g I got aiecorrd butt"ry
for more cordless computing hours wñile traveling. F;
$237 .98 I got a 3-year warrantee for parts and service. Il has a

The information superhighway is already here. Everyone
is invited to come for the ride. If you choose to stay home
it's not because you weren't invited.
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266llrfHz Intel Pentium II processor, 3.2GB of hard drive space

(upgradable to 6.4GB), a 56K modem, a 3.5 inch disk drive,
and a CD-ROM drive which at the moment hosts a disk
containing the entire Encyclopeclia Britannica. The color
monitor, a l2-inch SVGA, has good, sharp resolution. It
operates on Microsoft Windows@ 98. I use it mainly for word-
processing, for e-mail, .to surf the net, occasionally for
graphics, and sometimes to hear music. At the moment it has

some 25 programs, including WordPerfect 6'0 for Windows,

MS Word, Lotus Notes, as well as my Internet provider, to

mention only a few.
To me as a translator and a writer, this notebook is the best of
all possible worlds. On the other hand, many translators prefer

a desktop PC for all sorts of reasons, not all of which are

known to me. Since I have access to both, it's hard for me to
judge. My suggestion to you is to check around and try both'

and make your own decision. But again, a translator without a

computer in this day and age is like a painter without brushes.

One more thing: The standard computer for translators is the

IBM or IBM-compatible. The Macintosh, favored by graphics

a poster from Switzerland. The

German text reads: "ComPuters

help us solve problems-problems
we didn't huve before!"
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people, is not nearly as widely used in our circles, so we will
concentrate here on the former.

The above configuration of my notebook computer, which
one can also get in a desktop pc (except for the batteries), is
quite close to what a translator would consider a "wish list"
configuration. Keep in mind that there is a vast difference
between storing text and storing graphics on a hard drive. one
hundred pages of text take less disk space that one or two
pages of graphics. If your translation work entails extensive
graphics, you need a bigger hard drive and a faster computer,
and the cost can go up 50yo-100%. Most translators, however,
do not have such a need. Instead, they can store data on their
hard drive, and when it gets too crowded, they transfer files to
a disk.

The other item that's a must is a printer. Although you can
deliver text on disk or by e-mail, there are muny good reasons
why. you need a printer. First, there is still a widespread
requirement for hard copy. Second, you may want to print
drafts to check your translation, and third, you need a printer
for correspondence, for printing your resume, and certainly for
printing an invoice. we recommend the Hewlett packard family
of printers, particularly the LaserJets. Depending on th.
volume, you can start with a smaller model urrd go up to tt 

" 
Hn

4t or a newer model, which is a bit faster and better.
The next item that's a must is the facsimile machine,

popularly known as the fax. These days information travels
very fast, and a sure way to get translation assignments is via
the fax. once you have translated a document, the fastest way
to send it back is as an e-mail attachment. In other words, thl
basic translator tools today are the computer, the printer, the
fax and the modem.

When purchasing a computer and/or peripherals, first
decide exactly what configuration you aré looking for.
Then look around atietail outlets, mail order catalogues,
and Internet sources. Get the best deal you can get when
you are ready to make a purchase.
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Another item you may want to look into is the optical

scannet, starting with a recent model of the HP ScanJet family

Be sure to get it with the ocR, or optical character Reader.

This optionál piece of equipment provides two valuable

functicns-you can scan text from a page into a disk, which

can be a great timesaving shortcut, and you can scan graphics,

such as tables and photog4aphs, into your text file'
What about the cost? You can easily spend around S5,000

on the above four items, if you go directly to the top of the line.

But you don't have to start at the top of the line. You can start

u "*p1" 
of notches below the top, and still be able to give

yourself a decent start.
You could, if you teally want to watch yout pennies, take

advantage of the fact that computers are changing so fast, and

look in th" pup"t for a year or two old second-hand computer,

but not oldei. you should be able to find a good one for $400-

$800. You can do the same with the printer, by getting a

second-hand one for about $100, or a new one for about $300-

$400. A good modem (at least a 28.8 or higher) can be found

for around $100, although you could spend $300-$400' A
plain paper fax machine (thermal paper is out) can be found for

uro,rttb $ZOO-$+OO, or you could start out by using a local

service, like Kinko's. In short, you could get started with the

basic equipment for as little as $600-$700 if you had to, and go

on from there. As you prospe4 you can start upgrading'

Other Useful Kinds of Sofitvate

You can use your word-processing software for doing record-

keeping and invoicing as well, but if your operation becomes

moie involved you may want to consider a database program,

such as Excel, for record-keeping (and also for other databases,

such as glossaries), and some basic invoicing program, which

only runs $20-$30'
To protect your computer against computer viruses- -thc

dreaded new computer age affliction-you may want to get it

program such as Norton Antivirus. To be able to retrieve losl

i"*f yoo need the Norton Utilities proglam. Both are exoolle ttl
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safbty measures. Another safety measure is the constantbacki.g up of all your files- This óan be áone on the hard drive

1. Text received from
client by

2. Text tranelated
using

3. Text printed
(for editing) on

4. Translation text
file sent to
client via

A typical translation process and the required hardware

or on an external medium such as floppy disk or CD disk.
Computers are great when they work, bu? when they fail they
can cause you serious losses, which you cannot af.ord.

__ lor word-processing, translators uses mainly Microsoft
Word, but also WordPerfect, the old favorite.

Foreign Language Sortware

English-language word'processing is the most advanced in the
world. Great strides have been made in programs for other
languages, but there is still a long way to gt. lo-" languages,
such as Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and HebrJw ire

pri.nter

PCrs modem
o¡ e-mail
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simply too complex in either their script or their noun and verb

forms or both to lend themselves to, say, spell-check as readily

as English. So don't expect to "cruise" as easily in those

languages as you do in English. However, if you translate text

from English into almost any other langrtage, you ale expected

these days to deliver the text on electronic media, which means

getting involved in word.-processing in that language (see

Áppendix 3, Foreign Language Software Sources).

As a translator from English into a foreign language, you

need software that accommodates not only your target-lan-

guage, but also the source-language, namely, English' Some-

times you'll need to include English text in the body of your

Chinese or Arabic text. Also, you have to make sure your

foreign language software is compatible with English-language

,oftrriur", ró thut it can interface'with your client's equipment'

Therefore, we are focusing here on American-made foreign

language software, rather than foreign-made'

Foreign Language Sofrware Sources

In recent years the leading source for European languages

software was wordPerfect. Its language modules covered a

large variety of languages, and there were frequent upgrades'

Thé Wordperfect foreign language modules are still used by

many translators, but the trend is shifting to the localized

products of Microsoft. These products use the unicode system

it i"t, makes Microsoft's English word processing compatible

with its foreign versions, enabling the user to use English and

foreign word processing in the same document with relative

.ur". Mi"tosoft's foreign language word processing is now part

of its package of English word processing, which eliminates the

high óost ottly u few years ago of buying foreign language

modules separatelY.
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Machine Ttanslation Vs. Iluman Thanslation

Machine Translation, or M! is the term used to describe trans-
lation performed by a computer software program, as an alter_
native to human translati,on (HT), perform"ed by u h.r*ur,
translator. Machine Tianslation belongs in the area- of artifieial
intelligence. Artificial inteiligence is"the branch or .árrrput".
science that deals with using computers to simurate human
thinking. It looks to create progru*i that can solve probrems
creatively, rather than merely respond to commands. In other
words, to operate just like the human brain.

In the late 1950s people in organizations such as the U.S.Air Force believed that computers would soon be progru*_"A
to accept human language input and translate it into n"nglish orinto any other language. i)uring the following SO-f.urr,
millions of dollars were spent by the Air Force ano uy'ottre,
U.S. Government bodies and by big business in the Ép" "fhaving computers take over the human function of translation.
So far, the results have been quite limited, for two main
reasons: (a) while computers have a seemingly unlimited
c-apacity for processing data, they are a long *"; "fi.;h";i;g
the capacity to think creatively like human béings; and (b)
humSn language is not -"r"iy a collectio" of"rig"* urra
symbols that can be easily programmed, manipul aied,, ind
computerized. This ir ry. of human language useh not orrty in
po"tty and philosophy, but also in technical subjects, in which
language expresses thought processes far moie 

"orrrptirui"Othan merely "one plus on" 
"qrrul, 

t*o.',
-Many people today maintain that computers will soon

replace translators. Most of those people are not transration
experts. In fact, hardly any of them áre. Some point to the fact
that computers have arready replaced typists and secretaries
and reduced the work force óf ,outty' companies. AIr this
reminds me of a remark- by George Bemard St u*, accoraing
to which a monkey courd write Hámtet if itmanagá¿ to rrit air
the. right keys on the typewriler. Very few translátors can lay
claim to creating literury works on ih" order of Hamtet, ii
lumping translators with typists and office support .tuf i,
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missing the whole point of translation. As long as language

continues to communicate more than the immediate literal
meaning of words, as long as there are shades of meaning that

keep changing all the time, as long as people have to make

value judgments about the meaning and intent of a text, one

will continue to need human translators to get the job done.

In recent years severaf companies in the U.S. and around

the world have produced software designed to translate from
one language into another. This software varies from a very
basic word finder for the tourist, to complex programs for
translating technical and scientific data' Some of the latter

range in price from as low as $250 to as high as $250,000, and

have been sold to govemments and international organizations-

One important lesson, however, has been learned by both the

makers of those programs and their consumers. Machine

translation does not replace human translation. At best, the

former can achieve around 60 percent accuracy' when the goal

is as close to 100 percent as possible. Consequently, the

expectations regarding MT have been modified, and it is now

recognized that to achieve fuIl accuracy such translations must

be post-edited by a human translator'
All of the above notwithstanding, Machine Translation does

have its uses. Certain limited language environments do allow

for machine translation. One example is the Canadian weather

bureau, which transmits weather reports in both English and

French. The number of words involved in the daily weather

report is very limited, and can be easily plogrammed into a

computer for translation from one language into another'

Another example is offrcial forms which contain simple basic

questions. An organization such as NAIO can have forms put

out in ten different languages and set up a program to automati-

cally translate each form into those languages' A third example

is the Caterpillar company in Illinois that sells its agricultural

machinery around the world and maintains operation manuals

in various languages. flhis company has invested millions in its
in-house translation software which allows it to update and

modi$r its technical literature in a cost-effective way. In all ofl

the above examples the software was customized for one
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parlicular work environment where repetition is the common
denominator.

Another use of machine translation is forprocessing alarge
body of a foreign language text to find out what the gist of it is,rather than to achieve a fully accurate translation, i-n order todocide whether on 

191 
to select parts of it for accur u*-(iir.,

human) translation. This process is only partially reliable.
Translators for the, most part ur" nót fond of post_editing

machine translation. Often the pay is not adequaie, and thework can be harder and more time consuming than ;";rl"dg
directly fiom the originar. This certainly applies to freelancers,
but also to in-house translators who aretn a salarv

At the present time the ones who benefit tíre most from
machine translation are not those who buy such services, butrather the companies who develop u.rá manufacture the
software and the translators who work on those machine
translation projects either as developers of the p.ograms o.
editors of the machine-transrated text. In other words,"machine
translation has not made translation cheaper for the average
consumer of translation services, and theréfore does not po;.
a real threat to translators.

Example of machine translationfrom Russian into Eng_
lish:

Raw machine translation: A contemporary airport is the
involved complex of engineer constructions and tech_
niques, for arrangement of which the territory measured
sometimes is required by thousands of hectaies (for ex_
ample the Moscow Airport Domodedovo, Kennidy,s
New York airport).

Text edited by humans: The modern airport is an elabo_
rate complex of engineering structur", urrd technical
devices requiring alw 

-Ee 
territory which, in some places,

measures thousands of hectares (for instance,

lomg$edovo Airport in Moscow or Kennedy Airport in
New York).
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'ltanslation MemorY

One computer tool commonly used today in the area of
computer-assisted-translation (cAT) is called translation

memory. Here sentences and other parts of translated texts are

stored ánd can be used again when the same or similar transla-

tion is required. This tool is best applied to major projects, such

as automótive operation manuals that are updated or modified

on a regular basis, whereby most of the text remains the same

whiie córtain sentences and/or paragraphs are changed'

While this tool has its practical uses, it has been hyped

beyond its actual application and has been promoted as a

un-iversal aid for tranilators in nearly all types of translation.

Here one should be careful not to invest in this kind of software

unless one has a clear ongoing use for it. This applies both to

individual translators uttd to translation companies' since in

both cases only a small percentage of the work done is of the

above-described kind.
Furthermore,asinthecaseofmachinetransiationand

localization (see below), here too the tools are far from able to

accomplish iheir stated goals, and are still being improved

oporr. Trut.lation memory is certainlynot human memory and

*iit" it does work part of the time' human memory remains

irreplaceable.

The power of lunguage:

Once, in the'ogood old daysr" the Russian Czar decided

to grant clemency to one of his unfortunate subjects

who had been sentenced to death' He ordercd his com-

munications expert to send a telegram to the prison in

Siberia, stating: "Clemency, period, no execution'"

The careless clerk at the telegraph office did not proof-

read the telegram. It came out as: "Clemency no' pe-

riod, execution.tt
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l,oc¿rliz¿rlion

Locirlizatiolr is clefined as

lhc process of creating or adapting a product to aspccific locale, 
i."., ,g the language, cultural context,conventionr ulg. market ,"quir"ri"rrts of a specifictarget market. Wlth a properly localized produ"l;;;;;

can interact with this pioduct using his or her ownlanguage and cultural conventions. 11 also means thala' user-visibre text strings and all user documentation
(printed and electronic) use the language and cultural
conventions of the user. Finally, the properly localizedproduct meets all regulatory and, other requirements ofthe user's counhy or region.

clearry, this definition takes us out of the skict realm oftranslation into the d:-?.r"- of computer programming andinternational business. It alludes p¡-rl¡iv to the rocari zation ofwebsites (as well as software) in other languages and cultures.Two other terms often used in conjunction with localization areinternationalization and grobarizaiion. 
-The 

first refers to thepreparation. of computer text to be used in locarizatio" in1u"r,away thatit meets thc requirements of the turg"t-ru"grug" Jrr¿culture' Globalization generaily refers to both pfocesses
toge_t_l:l namely, intemationa lizitionand localization.

^ 
with the fast proriferation of websites and the rapid growthof many kinds of computer software, a growing number oftranslation companies have venture¿ iíto tñe fieliof bcrariza-tion, and more than a few computer frlrd*u.._ and software_producing companies (including giants like IBM and Microsof_t) have turned to the field Jitranrtutio' as a function oflocalization.
Thus, localization has been presenting translators with newopporlunities and some difficuit questiois. On the 

""; ;;;,there is a huge volume of text ihese days in website andsoftware development that necessitates murtiling,rut t u.rriution.On the other hand, for a translator to become involved in
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l,rr:alization a specialized knowledge of computers is usually

rt,r¡uired, since iebsite and software localization requires not

,,,riy language translation but also adaptation of computer

,,ornmands to the requirements of the target language' Hence'

:r translator -uy *urrt to carefully consider how far he or she

rrray wish to beiome involved in technical computer work that

r-"qrrir"* skills and training beyond the scope of actual transla-

tion work.
Itshouldbementionedthatlocalizationinthesenseof

translating a text and adapting it to another culture existed long

before the computer age. Thus, for example' an American

advertisement company in the pre-computer era that planned

an international ad cámpaign for a company suc,h as Co.ca

óofu, fru¿ to study the culturés of other countries and customize

the ads not only in terms of the target language' but also the

cultural conventions, preferences, taboos etc' of the target

country. Furthermore, the act of translating itself is in a sense

a form of lo calization, since language does not exist separately

fiom its culture.---Websiteandsoftwarelocalizationhasbeenaroundnowfor

several years. It relies heaviiy not only. on human translation

Urrt also on machine and machine-assisted translation tools'

such as translation software and translation memory' Given the

limitations of these tools, the often unrealistic expectations of

ift" --f."tplace and the eagerness to process a large volume of

material in record time, localtzatíon has been experlenclng

many problems, and the goals its pursuers have set for them-

,"-f[r'ur" yet ío be realúed' One should keep all of this in

-irrd b"foré getting involved in this area of translation'

Computers will nevey' replctce translators' hut translators

who use computers will rcplace translators who don't'
fimothy R. Hunt
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'l'hc I lscs ol'thc Internet for Thanslators
'l'hc l.r''slation field has become increasingly..wired,,, witness-
irrg ' ¡rrolil-eration of.sites relating to professionar activities,j.b-h u'ti ng, commercial products, 

-and 
ánline reference mate_

r-ials lbr translators. It is not an exaggeration to say that translal.rs clo themselves (and potentiatty ttreir clients) ;;;-"clisservice by ignoring the virtual transiation commurrity. '
'l'his section will introduce you to a selection oi t igt ty-

regarded and well-maintained sites of use to translators. It
assumes basic Web literacy. Of course, the Internet,s ever_
changing nature guarantees that certain websites will decline or
disappear, while new ones will emerge by the time this book
becomes available. So prease be aware thut you *il práuuury
have to do some updating of the following iniormation on uo*
own.

úYhere We Are on the Web

First, let us invite you to Schreiber publishing,s website. Our
address: schreiberpublishing.com. Its objectle is to provide
reference literature, kaining materials, and useful infonnation
for translators.

P r ofe s s io n aI A c tiv itie s

Translators wishing to rearn about the state of their profession
will benefit Íiom a visit to the American Ttanslators Associa-
tion's
site, www.atanet.org. I discuss the ATA in greater detail in the
chapter on Translators, Organizations; its Website irrctu¿e,
information on the Association's formal activities such as
c^onferences, publications and accreditation procedures. Even
if you are not an AIA member, the site is useful because it can
guide you to other translation-related sites.
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Arlother major website of interest to translators is the site of thc

rrrtemationai umbrella organízation of the world's translator

irssociations, the Interrratiónal Federation of Tianslators, found

on www.fit-ift.org.

Aquarius, at www.aquarius.net' Claims to be "the world's

lungrruge network." T¡is commercial website lists translation

ugá"iÁ seeking translators and interpretérs who, in turn' can

pást ,esu*es to make their services known' It also links to

other translation sites.

N etw orking í,ith Other Translators

An extremely popular program on the Internet for translators

has been flte'Languagn Fo'u* of Compuserve' popularly

known as FLEITO (Foreign Language Education Forum)' You

have to subscribe to this forum to be able to participate' You

enter FLEFO in the keyword box and you find yourself in a

virrual forum full of translators from around the world' who

potl-*"t.uges and get answers to almost any question a

tanslator ñuy ask, lom the cost of a dictionary to the

Á"u"l"g of a-word, to a social get-together' FLEFO can also

link you to translation wesites'
Ánother online forum for transiators is the newsgroup:

subscribers post messages and receive answers (say, to a

rp""i"iá¿ iranslation qi,"ty)' A newsgroup for translators is

sci.lang. translation.

Reference Materials

The Translator's Home Companion at www'rahul'net/laii

companion.html, provides Links to glossaries' dictionaries'

trans^lation publications, and other translators'

Th e Hum an L an gua g e s P a g e at vvww' j une29' com/IDP provides

links to other trans*laiion-ielated sites, including some listed

here.
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Lttrr,qttrr,qc 'lixluv, an online publication (also available in print;sco ltibliography appendix) covering language technoiogy,
I n r n s I a f i on and interpreting: lo gos.itllaiguage_today

( ) tt I i tt t, D ictio n ary Services

l,,i tt nxl i cautom at www.europa.eu.intleurodicautom is a veryuseful service, Eurodicautom handles European languages suchas Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Italian, English,I)anish and Dutch. 
.Includes many speci atized ¿ictionari?s i'non-technical, legal and technióal areas. Terms are bothtranslated and defined.

Online Dictionaries at www.yourdictionary.com covers a fbrgreater range of languages than the above entry. It provideslinks to dictionaries and translations in many specializations.

Glossaries

There are many mediocre glossaries out there in cyberspace, souse caution with this type of online resource. Here are somebetter ones:

www. refer: frltermisti/liste. htm

www.yahoo. com/references/dictionaries

U.S. Government agencies provide some very useful glossa_ries. For example:

www. epa.gov (for environmental terminology).

Finding Culturat Information

A- quick way to access culturar and historicar information onother countries is via fhe Electronic Embassv at
www.embassy.org. This service provides links to embassyand/or United Nations home pagls of many nations. Most
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\,.rlrl\ ll yorr lr¡rvc a potential major client, one who can give
.,,rrr r;lt:;rtly worli, you have to make every effort on that first
.r,r,r1,,rrnrcnl to clt¡ the best job possible, no matter how long it
l.¡Lcr;. lf you have a problem with a term or a phrase, let the

, lrt'rrt lirrt¡w. Ilonesty is usually more appreciated than preten-

lr()urincss. tf- the term is indeed a problem which nearly any
,,llrt:r tr¿rnslator will have trouble with, then your case is sound"

You clon't gain any points by sweeping the problem under the

, rrt ¡le t.
( )nce you have established credibility, you have to keep up

yorrr quality assurance program. The client expects the best

Irorr.r you, not only the first time, but every time.

l(ceping Up with Clients. Around the holidays it is always

thoughtful to send your clients holiday greetings, to let them

know you think of them. You want your clients to think of you

as their source of translation services, who is always there

when they need you. When you move, let them know. When

you don't hear from them for an extended period of time, drop

them a note, letting them know you have been doing some

interesting work in their language or field, so as to show them

you are still there for them. Establishing a personal relationship

with your clients is the key to repeat business. Moreover, you

will often work with companies and organizations where there

is a turnover of personnel, and the person you worked with last

time won't be there next time. You need to hnd out who your

new contact person or potential contact person is, and either

drop in on them to introduce yourself or say hello over the

phone. A new person on thejob usually appreciates that sorl of
áftention, which makes her/his work easier, and shows them

that you are interested in working with them'

Legal Issues

Several legal issues that affect translators, the two most

prominent ónes being'the employment status of the translator

in the 50 states, and translator liabiliry Here is a brief review of
both issues.
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lnrlc¡lenrlcnt Contractor. The status of the freelance translator
in llrr: ll"S. has never been clearly defined. Since employment
rurrtl unornployment issues are handled at the state level, there
hrrvc bcon several court cases in recent years in states such as
('alilbrnia, Colorado, New York and New Jersey which
involved the question of whether a Íieelance translator who
provides translation services to a translation agency is an
cnrployee of that agency or an independent contractor. While
a freelancer is in effect an independent contractor, and prefers
to operate as a self-employed individual or entity, there have
been instances where a freelancer was not able to generate new
assignments from an agerrcy, and chose to apply for unemploy-
ment insurance on the pretext of having been "laid off' by that
agency. This would give rise to an audit of the agency by the
state's unemployment office, resulting, in some cases, in that
claimant being defined by the state as an employee of the
agency, entitled to unemployment payments. Some agencies
have taken this matter to court and won. Others have preferred
to pay the unemployment tax and leave it at that. But in the
final analysis, the interests of the freelancer are hurt, because
no translation agency can survive by carrying a large number
of freelancers on its books when, in effect, it is a small
business engaged in a large variety of languages and subjects
which require the services of many different individuals. This
issue is far from resolved, and the best way to confront it is by
maintaining professional integrity and not making false
employment claims.

Liability fnsurance. An even more worrisome issue for free-
lancers is that of liability. A medical interprete4 for instance,
can find him or herself in the midst of a medical malpractice
suit, in which an immigrant who does not speak English was
given the wrong medicine because of poor translation, and now
this person sues the doctor and the interpreter on the advice of
his or her lawyer, figuring that they can win the case by
proving one or the other to be at fault. The American Transla-
tors Association now offe¡s liability insurance to its members.
While translators have been clamoring for this type of insur-
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ance for a long time, so far there have been few takers' It is
your call whelher or not you feel the need for this kind of
insurance.

In short, when it comes to legal issues, freelance translators

are basically on their own. while the legal issues are very real

and potentiully duttg"tous, the answers are not quite there yet,

and may be a long time in coming'


